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Come Play and Learn
We read books
We dance Inupiaq style
We learn about our culture
We enjoy read aloud stories
We make stories using vibrant bread dough that we could eat.
Come and dance
Getting started on a story
We have fun.
We get new books and awesome snacks.
Look what we get to bring home.
Our teachers work hard for us.
We love our teachers.
They make learning fun.
A vocabulary game.
More fun ways to learn.
We get to read new books.
We even get to go to school on Saturday!
We go on field trips
We make new friends
BFFs
Story time
Time to get our bodies moving
Movement stimulates the brain
To the beat of the drum
I have great attendance
Snack time
Physical activity and cooperative skills
Go Kotzebue Huskies!
That’s right!
The boys join in
Go, Fight, Win!
I’m a basketball player
Books are so much fun
So interesting!
Parents value literacy
That was an awesome fieldtrip
Parents are welcome too
Thanks for coming Mom
The fire station
Strengthening the connection between the school and community
Writing
Maniilaq Health Center
Our journals
Come play and learn
Great times
Fun fun fun